
QVNA BOARD MEETING 

June 1, 2017 

 

ATT: Hornstein, Schindler, Donnelly, Spencer, Fishman, Felice, Green, Leonard, Schwartz, Roberts 

Guests: Wolk, Dilonardo, Tavani, Temple, Jen Cox, Erica Nelson, Barnett 

1. Welcome/guests 

a. Kyle Goldsmith - PPR Seasonal Maintenance Associate - 7am-3pm - split between Mario 

Lanza and Weccacoe, Palumbo on call 

b. Lyn Williamson - temp, wonderful, filling in for Yael, has access to info@qvna; hours T-F 

8:30am-12:30pm, Sat, will shift when S@C starts 

2. Richard Wolk - CDAG 

a. Squilla proposing amendments to Central Delaware overlay 

b. Shocked when Squilla put the bill in the hopper 

c. Next Door - over 600 from QV have signed a petition against the project 

d. Squilla bill would create more density, high-rises, less public access to waterfront 

e. Developers come in time and again proposing high rises, never complete projects 

f. CDAG "will fight this to the death," may seek an opponent to Squilla; DWRC also 

opposes 

g. Purpose behind CDO - balance of public access and density 

h. Why is Squilla moving in this direction? 

i. JH: this project will never get built, would set a bad precedent 

j. Waterfront development is happening organically 

k. Duncan proposes we support Zoning Committee's letter opposing this, JH seconds 

i. Justin - why send a letter, why not weigh in on June 13 meeting?  Squilla claims 

CDAG was informed, but didn't go through the proper process 

ii. Wolk - there will be a lot of opposition 

iii. Jordan - will there be a combined effort? 

iv. Vote: all in favor except Justin 

l. Wolk - Lauren is listed as CDAG alternate; need someone to be there 

3. Grant Committee Spring Grant Cycle - Dilonardo/Schwartz 

a. Process: clarified criteria - assess whether applicants met community need, clarity of 

proposal, well-defined budget, capacity to execute the project; numerical value; added 

weight for those that brought people together or those for whom this was the only 

likely source of funding 

b. Eight applicants, $20K authorized, $28K in asks 

c. KD thanks JS, EN, PB 

d. Read, ranked proposals individually, 2 hour meeting 

e. Handout - KD will email for the record 

f. Proposals 

i. Friends of Nebinger - sound system; very well-presented, using FON funds to 

ship and install and train; FON brought in theater program, building on this; 

consulted experts; part of QVNA push to improve schools 



ii. Courtyard After School - Coded By Kids for fall; computer science ed for kids; 

good exposure to real world skills; supports after-school, builds bridges, 

supports QVNA priority, strong volunteer component 

iii. Meredith H&S - SMART board for science lab replacing current broken tech; 

project has merit, but can't do full amount; H&S will support balance 

1. BS: Would project get funded without our funds?  YES 

2. DS: targeted fundraising to make up balance 

iv. Friends of Shot Tower - new benches, supporting community space, raising 

money to fix tear in spray pool, don't have a lot of money; bought benches in 

2016; good use of funds in the past 

v. “QV Fix-Up” - group of neighbors who have taken initiative to repair benches, 

signs, on-street needs; showed what they'd done in the past; have done lots of 

work; graffiti removal specialist 

vi. Friends of Beck Park - bench as memorial to late neighbor, community-building 

and public safety, not strongest proposal, but have used funds well in the 

distant past 

vii. Fleisher - asked for $5K for teen lounge artist-led projects; not strong proposal, 

impact not clear; have access to alternate funding sources; good to have 

Fleisher in the hood 

viii. Gloria Dei - Sexton Side Show - asked for $1K to support paying bands; charge 

admission, short-lived, not an investment, fundraiser, not clear for what 

g. Maria - is there oversight of the grant, how it was used, return on investment?  What 

are evaluation criteria? 

i. Jordan - asking for 6-month update, can add specific metrics in approval letter 

ii. Kathy - asking for final report 

iii. Melissa - want to know how much has been given in the past to a group? 

iv. Jeff - Kathy is the institutional memory, maybe should be documented; Board is 

the fiduciary 

h. Melissa - FO Beck Park - toadstools are broken, they should be fixed; FOBP has $900 in 

restricted fund; nervous to give money when they haven't spent it 
i. Jeff suggests that approval letter include 

ii. Kathy - doesn't want bench ordered until permits are obtained 

iii. Cynthia Temple will use her PPR status to order bench 

i. Justin - Coded by Kids - who is the contract with?  QVNA? Courtyard?  This is only 

non-capital project, how to measure success; have we established a program before?  3 

month program; can we take it away once it's established? 

i. Jeff - can't speak for Eleanor, but seems to be for a pilot, 3 months 

ii. Jordan - make it clear it's a pilot 

iii. Ben - makes sense as a pilot, this emerged after S&Y budget was finalized 

j. Jeff - Does QV Fix-Up have plan for fiscal self-sufficiency?  The need is huge 

i. Melissa - overall cleaning budget for the neighborhood 

k. Jeff moves, Justin seconds, unanimous approval 

4. Financials - Ben 



a. Spending down the reserve 

b. $50K in TD restricted, $125K in PNC Operating Acct 

c. Lowering reserve, but holding funds for staffing and potential future rent 

d. PNC down $5K because income and expenses for magazine out of synch, S@C funds; 

revenues are stable 

e. Admin costs will go up due to temp 

f. Restricted - lots of income from FON - $7K in checks written; much of FON funds are 

earmarked for summer and fall programs; lots of activity in FOBG around 5th St Plaza 

g. Thanks to Yael, tough when meeting is 1st of month 

h. Jeff moves, Lauren seconds - unanimous approval 

5. Nebinger update - Ben 

a. New principal - Natalie St Louis - from Mastery; 3 interview panels starts July 1, 

meet-n-greet on June 5; regional prez of NOW, married to Numa St Louis 

b. Schoolyard - meeting last Thursday, panel - Squilla, Floyd, Trefny - mostly about 

expressing opinions; project started again last Friday, will be completed next Friday; 

contention around community access after school, will be determined with new 

principal and community input; Ingersoll (QVNA) and Desyatnik (BVNA) moderated; 

some sense that this was about basketball and access; ex-QVNA Board member Sean 

Edwards offered to install security cameras; 5 foot fence 

c. SDP extended Kindergarten reg deadline through June 20; Nebinger is getting more 

popular, want to make sure the word gets out at Courtyard 

i. Courtney Green - flyering door-to-door is best way to get the word out 

ii. Jeff - can we pay kids to do it 
iii. Ben - Jack Curran might have done it 

6. Presidents Report 

a. May Minutes need to go out via email 

b. No updates on Weccacoe building 

c. Parkway addendum letter for approval; discussion of payment terms; want to make sure 

we are locked in to get management we deserve; should we pay up front rather than 

financing so we can hold them accountable?  

i. Melissa - why pay 5.5% for 24 months?  Spoke w Lee - we should have a lawyer 

on retainer to deal with things like this; we have a healthy budget; we could 

spend $5-10K a year to get good advice; use our networks to find a firm 

ii. Ben - can we get pro-bono legal help?  5% of budget to legal seems like a lot 

iii. Jeff - as we get more complex financially, we should explore a retainage 

contract of $X, should authorize Yael to look into it 
iv.  Lauren - here because we have a 7 year agreement that we are not thrilled 

about; should we hire someone to review?  Go with hang tag system and hold 

off on the arm? 

v. Jordan - did Lee see any red flags?  

vi. Jeff will ask Crosstown civics for recommendations 

d. Staffing 

i. Yael is doing OK, 1/2 way through chemo, radiation starts soon 



ii. Lyn is working out well, plenty of work to do 

iii. Exec Comm decided to sit down w Yael in July to see where she is, determine 

whether Lyn stays through August 31 or longer 

iv. Lyn is admin support - 20 hours a week - bills, emails, phone calls, magazine 

distribution; will have Courtyard responsibilities in summer; get a photo of her 

and Kyle - feature them in e-newsletter; cleared to work around children 

e. June 15th social - 5:30pm start time - grant recipients, poster in the works, happy event, 

hot dogs and lemonade 

f. Meetings - none in July or Aug; fall schedule in place 

i. Duncan - Meredith Spanish class Wed 3:30-4:30pm; nothing else scheduled; 

could charge a fee to compensate Kyle; want to do a summer camp 

7. Committees 

a. QOL - Melissa - weather looks nice for June 3 - done a lot to turn people out; 130 people 

have viewed Event Brite - 9 stops on tour, good experience putting it together, 

recruiting for committee; coordinate w Block Captain program w Streets; no follow up 

by Streets until recently - want to come to QVNA to discuss BC program; work w Streets 

to make it a useful program for QV; Frank Tavani no longer available to do the 

assessment of scope of work 

b. FOGG - Maria - lost the DCED grant; group is still pursuing the garden; will expand the 

garden, enhance what they have, new members who have joined; losing the grant 

sparking a regrouping; not ready for the grant perhaps; expand flower beds, meeting w 

ILMC 

c. PCC - elections June 12, I am running for chair with a great diverse slate 

d. Ad hoc tennis court report - QVNA has applied for a DCED grant, at Senator Farnese’s 

request, for $50K to help build a tennis court on an ILMC parcel along I-95, to replace 

the Weccacoe court if/when it is built over. 

 

Meeting adjourned at 9:03pm 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

 


